
N. J. Gotelli and A. M. Ellison. 2013. A Primer of
Ecological Statistics. 2nd ed. Sinauer, Sunderland,
MA.  xxii+614 pages. ISBN: 978-1-60535-064-6.
Price: Ł38.99.

This is the second edition of a book, whose first edition was
considered a success by the scientific community in 2004.
The contents fall into four large sections, each containing 2-5
chapters. The first part introduces fundamental statistical
concepts ranging from probability theory to Monte Carlo
simulation and Bayesian analysis. Essentially, the second
part is devoted to experimental design, sampling and data
management. In part III, the authors deal with data data
analysis with special emphasis on regression, ANOVA, con-
tingency table analysis and multivariate methods including
ordination and clustering. Diversity measurement and the es-
timation of population size represent the subject matter of the
last part. Thus, structure is unusual: estimation is the subject
matter of the last part, while sampling is discussed much ear-
lier. The book is complemented by an appendix on matrix
algebra, a glossary of terms, a list of references and an index.
This list shows that the book comprises a wide range of sta-
tistical methodology but, nevertheless, one should not expect
that the discussion is complete. The authors deliberately omit
the topic of non-parametric methods (e.g., rank correlations)
while generalized linear models are not even mentioned,
even though these are highly relevant to contemporary eco-
logical studies. The text is well-written, easy to follow even
by non-native English speakers (a big advantage of the book)
and the examples come from very diverse areas of ecology
(varietas delectat). Some parts of the book are extremely use-
ful, for example, the treatment of Bayesian analysis is illumi-
nating.

The intention of the authors was to provide a general text of
statistics for ecologists who already have a minimum level of
knowledge in the area. By doing so, the mathematics is pre-
sented more briefly than in other intermediate level text-
books, and terms and methods are explained mostly by ver-
bal means and through simple ecological examples.
Basically, this strategy is welcome, because it makes statisti-
cal methods more attractive than „dry” mathematical texts
overwhelmed by definitions and proofs. However, it also has
some danger – as obvious from the first chapter of this book.
In this, statistical concepts are introduced such that prob-
ability is mentioned earlier than the notion of event which in
turn appears earlier than the term of set. Some terminology
seems unfortunate, for example, on p. 8 the relative fre-
quency of an outcome of an experiment is called „expected
value of the probability” of that outcome. It is counter-intui-
tive to say that shared events (p. 13) represent the “intersec-
tion” of simultaneous occurrences of simple events while in
probability theory intersection does not normally refer to

jointly observed disjoint events. The explanation for expec-
tation is tautological in the Glossary (”expectation” = “ex-
pected value”), while the definition for “expected value” is
simply wrong: “the most likely value of a random variable”
which works only for symmetric unimodal distributions.
Some minor errors appear in the chapter on multivariate
analysis as well (for example, chord distance is not a metric,
if applied to raw data). Thus, the book does not contribute to
deepening mathematical understanding of statistical con-
cepts, and is useful as a reference to ecologists who already
have some statistical background. For them, however, I
highly recommend this second edition.

J. Podani
Department of Plant Systematics, Ecology and

Theoretical Biology
Eötvös University, Budapest

S. M. Galatowitsch. 2012. Ecological Restoration.
Sinauer, Sunderland, MA. 630 pages. ISBN: 978-0-
87893-607-6. Price: $93.95. 

Ecological restoration has an ever increasing role in biodi-
versity conservation as less and less natural or slightly altered
habitats are available. As a result, ecological restoration is an
integral part of most general conservation biology curricula.
However,  there has been a lack of a comprehensive textbook
on the subject. Susan Galatowitsch’s book is an excellent
candidate to fill this gap.

This well-written and also nicely produced textbook pro-
vides a thorough overview of ecological restoration. The
book needs to be comprehensive, as restoration involves bio-
logical, social and also economic aspects. It excellently
solves to problem of containing both the scientific bases and
the practicalities of doing successful restoration projects, in-
cluding the social and also political aspects that cannot be
neglected.

The book is organised into three large parts. Part I. ‘Restora-
tion Process’ contains a general introduction to ecological
restoration with providing a short historical frame, a defini-
tion of the subject then it introduces the motivations and ma-
jor purposes of ecological restoration. The following chap-
ters deal with diagnosis and goal setting, planning, the
creation of social and institutional support in great detail.
This part is closed by a chapter emphasising the importance
of monitoring in adaptive management by describing the
process of choosing appropriate parameters, methods of de-
veloping a monitoring protocol, and ways of handling and
interpreting monitoring data. All this might look so exhaus-
tive that in many real-life situations responsible managers
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might think that they have insufficient resources to follow all
recommended steps in necessary details.

Part II. ‘Restoration Approaches’ contains five thematic
chapters on the most common subjects of restoration works:
landforms and hydrology; soil and water quality; plants; in-
vertebrates; vertebrates. This extremely broad range of pos-
sible restoration activities is dealt with care and in great de-
tail. Built on the necessary background information on
geology, soil physics and chemistry, hydrology and biogeo-
chemical processes, these chapters also provide sufficient
practical details to the reader to get a good impression of how
hard ecological restoration can be in practice. 

The last third of the book – Part III. ‘Cases’ – is a nice selec-
tion of 19 case-studies representing a diverse range of habi-
tats, goals and geographic regions. Most examples come
from the developed world reflecting that most restoration
projects on earth have taken place in the developed part of
our planet, where humans destroyed our natural heritage
most efficiently. These examples are not only shown as sepa-

rate chapters but they are also referred to throughout parts I.
and II.

A great educational value of the book is that each chapter in
Parts I. and II. end with an informative summary and a col-
lection of discussion topics under the heading ‘Apply what
you’ve learned’. These topics include both real and hypo-
thetical dilemmas connected to presented cases. Based on
these questions it is possible – even recommended – to de-
velop one’s own discussion topics related to the region and
the course in question.

In conclusion, the reviewer can state that this book is of great
value for anyone interested in ecological restoration, being a
university academics, a student or a practitioner, who needs
to solve real-life restoration problems. 

T. Standovár
Department of Plant Systematics, Ecology and

Theoretical Biology
Eötvös University, Budapest
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